Indoor Location Technology Specialist / Android Developer / Blockchain Developer

Opptin is creating a safer, quicker, online world for everyone. Through our proximity-based technology, we can turn any business or place into the infrastructure for its own personal and encrypted network. We aim to create a secure, simple way for people to network, find potential jobs, improve school efficiency, and even provide quicker access to life-saving medical test results.

Website: https://www.opptin.com/internship

Opptin is searching for potential team members with experience in coding, design, and architecture. Any schedule works, but must be able to attend MOST meetings that are given adequate notice for.

General Responsibilities:

- Attend regular meetings with team members, whether online or in person
- Complete all tasks assigned to you on time
- Be able to work in a group with others
- Update the rest of the team on your progress via discord
- Be open to sharing your ideas with the rest of the team

Available Positions:

Indoor Location Technology Specialist:

Requirements:

- Familiarity with using various algorithms to precisely determine a user's location indoors
- Familiarity with using Wi-fi triangulation to pinpoint user location preferred
- Familiarity with using gyroscope and accelerometer to update user location
- Familiarity with mobile and web development preferred
- Familiarity with working on production level applications
- Ability to attend meetings remotely or in-person and maintain a presence within the group even after Proof of Concept and Alpha completion
- Senior, Master, or PhD level preferred.
Android App Developer:

Requirements:

- Experience with Android Studio IDE
- Experience with Java
- Experience with XML
- Experience implementing databases in Android applications preferred
- Design experience preferred
- Ability to attend meetings remotely or in-person and maintain a presence within the group even After Proof of Concept and Alpha completion

Blockchain Developer:

Requirements:

- Familiarity with the inner workings of Blockchain
- Familiarity with the implementation of Blockchain into production level applications
- Ability to research different methods of applying blockchain to our various services
- Familiarity with small scale, micro blockchains preferred
- Familiarity with end to end encryption preferred
- Ability to attend meetings remotely or in-person and maintain a presence within the group even After Proof of Concept and Alpha completion